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Asteroids

• Irregular shaped rocky and 

metallic objects in space.

• Diameters range from 5 ft to 

500 miles.

• The remains of objects left 

over from when the planets 

were formed.



Meteoroids

• Meteoroids are any small rocky 

or metallic objects in space.

• Objects smaller are classified 

as micrometeoroids or space dust.

• Meteors vs. Meteorites

• Meteoroids are smaller than asteroids 

from 0.1 inch to 5 ft across.

• A meteoroid’s origin is from 

asteroids or comets.



Asteroid Fun Facts

• Total asteroid mass is < our Moon

• Average distance between asteroids is 600,000 miles

• Asteroids considered NEAs if within ~100M miles of  Sun

• William Herschel coined “asteroid” in 1802. Means “star-like”

• > 150 asteroids have small companion moons

• > 20,000  NEAs have been discovered

• Approximately 30 are added weekly

• NEAs can also be classified as PHAs (~ 5,000)

• < 5M miles from Earth and > 500 ft in diameter

• The odds of the Earth being struck by a PHA ?



Comets

• Made up of ice, particles, dust and 

gases.

• > 3,000 discovered orbiting the sun.

• Orbits are elliptical and off the ecliptic. 

• Cores are ½ – 2 miles across.

• Comets are “dirty snowballs”







Comet Components

• Nucleus: solid core, mostly ice and gas with a 

small amount of debris, dust and other solids

• Coma: dense cloud of water, carbon dioxide, ammonia 

and other neutral gases released from the nucleus

• Dust tail: up to 3M miles long. Composed of neutral particles 

pushed away by solar wind; this is the most visible part of a comet

• Ion tail: Can be 50M miles long. Composed of ionized gasses 

caused by UV sunlight and interaction with the solar wind



Comet Tails



Comet Fun Facts

• Naked-eye comets with bright tails happen ~ every 10 years

• Temperature also increases

• Comet is Greek for “long hair”

• Speed can increase to 100K mph

• Naked-eye “fuzzy” comets  happen ~ once a year

• Brightness is hard to predict

• Meteor showers result from Earth passing through comet debris



Recent Naked-Eye Comets

Neowise

Lovejoy
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1. Main Asteroid Belt

• Located between Mars and Jupiter

• Diameters: 1 – 2M are > ½ mile 

Millions  < ½ mile

• Contains most of the rocky objects 

that orbit the Sun

• About 300M miles from the Sun 

or 3x farther than Earth

• Circumsteller Disc



2. The Kuiper Belt
• Located beyond the orbit of Neptune

• The source of short-period comets (<200 years)

• Most famous is Halley’s (76 years). Next 2061.

• Over a trillion icy and some rocky bodies

• About 3B – 5B miles from Sun or 30x – 50x farther 

than Earth

• Circumsteller Disk

• Home to several dwarf planets



3. The Oort Cloud

• Hypothetical spherical cloud of icy bodies

• The source of long-period comets (>200 

years)

• Most famous Hale-Bopp (2,500 years)

• Discovered 1995. Next perihelion 4380

• Estimated up to 2 trillion icy bodies

• Approximately 50,000x to 100,000x 

farther from the Sun than Earth

• Existence based on calculated orbits 

and orbital angles 



Famous Comets

Halley’s Comet

Heralded the Norman conquest of England.

During it’s 1910 appearance, the public panicked.

“I came in with Halley's Comet ... It is coming again 

... and I expect to go out with it ...” 

– Samuel Clemens



Famous Comets

Shoemaker Levy-9

1992 - broke up into 21 pieces and slammed into 

Jupiter.  

Largest piece was ~2 miles across.

Produced an explosion equal to 6 million 

megatons of TNT.



Famous Comets

Hyakutake – passed within 9.3 million miles of Earth 

in 1996 – the closest in 9,000 years. 

Hale Bopp – last close approach in 1997. Larger and 

more spectacular than Halley’s.

Comet Borrelly – NASA’s Deep Space 1 visited in 

2001 – originated in the Kuiper Belt.



Famous Comet Hunters

David Levy – Canadian amateur astronomer

Gene Shoemaker – American Geologist, founder of the field 

of planetary science.

Carolyn Shoemaker – American Astronomer.

Alan Hale – manager of a construction site & amateur 

astronomer



Known Objects

• Known Asteroids: 1,044,726

• Known Comets: 3,709

as of Dec 19, 2019



Automated Surveys

Automated NEOO Surveys
Name Location Status NEA's

Catalina Sky Survey Tuscon, AZ Active 11,759

LINEAR Socorro, NM Active 2,628

NEAT JPL Ended 444

Pan-STARRS Maui, HI Active 6,705

NEOWISE Earth Orbit Ended 328

ATLAS 556

LEONOS Flagstaff, AZ Ended 290

Spacewatch Tuscon, AZ Conf. Only 854

Others 1,040

Total 24,604

Credit: https://cneos.jpl.nasa.gov/about/search_program.html



Magnitude Scale

• The greater the magnitude the dimmer object

• Measures the brightness of objects

• For example Venus is -4.6. Polaris is +2

• Naked eye limit ~ 6 in dark skies. ~ 3-4 in urban areas



• Comet Leonard just discovered between Jupiter and Mars

• Already has a tail

• Will reach perihelion in January 2022





Viewing Objects

Slooh.com

Most require large amateur telescopes

Amateur Comet Hunters – Don Machholz (12)

Imaging Telescopes

Unistellar group – asteroid dimensions

NASA’s Telescopes

SOHO images



Using SLOOH

5 overlayed images collected over a couple of hours







Citizen Science – SETI/Unistellar User Group



Summary

Plan Ahead

News articles

Where is comet located?

Magnitude – what equipment is needed?

Dark sky site?

Have Fun!

Send us a pic!



Resources
NASA Asteroid and Comet Watch

https://www.nasa.gov/asteroid-and-comet-watch

NASA Asteroids, Comets & Meteors

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/asteroids-comets-and-meteors/in-depth/

SLOOH

https://slooh.com

NASA JPL Solar System Dynamics

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi?find_body=1&body_group=sb&sstr=1

NASA SOHO Images

https://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/

Unistellar

https://unistellaroptics.com/

https://www.nasa.gov/asteroid-and-comet-watch
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/asteroids-comets-and-meteors/in-depth/
https://slooh.com/
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi?find_body=1&body_group=sb&sstr=1
https://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/
https://unistellaroptics.com/


Thank you for attending

Next Star Party:

Flying the Space Shuttle and ISS – an 
African American History Month Special

February 12th, 2021 @ 5 pm

Register at :
http://scienceheads.org/on-line-viewing-registration/

http://scienceheads.org/on-line-viewing-registration/

